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WHAT ODD EVEN EFFECTS MEAN IN LOW ENERGY FISSION ? 

M. MONTOYA' ) 

Institut de Physique Nucl6aire, BP 1, F-91406 Orsay Cedex, 
France 

RQsumB. Les effets pair-impair dans les quantitks de fragments dans 233U(nth, f)' 236U 
(n th ,  f )  and 239Pu(nth,  f )  sont interprt t is  dans le cadre d'un mtcanisme de brisure statistique 
de paires de nucltons dans la descente du point selle au point de scission. La probabilitk pour 
qu'aucune paire ne soit briste est de l'ordre de 1 pour 1000. Pour 2 3 6 ~  et 2 3 9 ~ u ,  o n  estime d 3.5 
et 4 les nombres moyens de paires brisies. Les variances des distributions respective8 sont de 
1.4 et 1.3. La probabiliti pour qu'une paire briste soit de protons (neutrons) est proportionnelle 
au nombre de paires de protons (neutrons) dans le syst ime fissile. 

Abstract. Odd even effects i n  fragment quantities from 233U(nthl f ) ,  236U(nth, f )  and 
2 3 9 ~ ~ ( n t h ,  f) are explained i n  terms of a statistical pair breaking mechanasm during the descent 
from saddle to scission point. The   roba ability that no  air will be broken is  of the order of 1 
per 1000. For Zs3U(nth, f )  and 2 3 6 ~ ( n t h ,  f ) ,  the average number of broken pair are 3.5 and 
4., respectively, and the variances of the corresponding distributions are 1.4 and 1.3. The  
p~obability for one broken pair to be of protons (neutrons) i s  proportional to the numbers of 
proton (neutron) pairs i n  the system. 

1. Introduction 

Odd even effects in fragment charge distribution [1,2,3,4,5], 6 2  (=' Y ,  -' Yo, where 'Ye and 
'Yo are the yields of fission fragments having even and odd charge, respectively), neutron number 
distribution [2,4] ,  6 N  (defined similarly to 6Z), in low energy fission of even-even nuclei have 
been measured by several authors. Proton odd even effect in average fragment kinetic energy, 
6 E  (='E, -' E,, where ' E ,  and ' E ,  are the kinetic energies of even-Z and odd-Z fragments, 
respectively), has also been observed [3,4,5]. 

Those odd-even effects were explained in terms of proton pair breaking in the system during 
the descent from saddle to scission and supposed to be a proof that a fraction of fission events 
corresponds to a superfluid mechanism, i.e. occurs without any pair breaking. In the first inter- 
pretations of odd even effects proton and neutron pairs were treated independently [2,3,4,5]. 

The increasing of 6 2  and 6N as a function of fragment kinetic energy [4] suggested that a 
strong hindrance of odd mass (even Z-odd N or odd Z-even N) would be found at higher fragment 
kinetic energies. However experimental results show that even at high fragment kinetic energies 
odd mass numbers are competitive with even mass numbers [6]. In order to understand this result 
it was suggested to take into account correlations between those effects 17). 

A combinatorial model in which proton and neutron pair breaking events are coherent was 
developed by H. Nifenecker et al. 18). In order to reproduce experimental odd even effects, these 
authors assume that a large fraction of broken nucleon pairs had to occur at scission and a small 
fraction during the descent from saddle to scission point. Nevertheless the hypothesis of early pair 
breaking (before scission) is also compatible with experimental results on odd even effects [9,10]. 
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2. More  than  one broken pair 

One can show that a large fraction of fragmentations has at least two broken nucleon pairs. 
For that one firstly remembers that from definitions of 62,  6N and 6A one had deduced that the 
probability of odd-Z and odd-N fragmentations is given by the relation [9] 

If one makes the hypothesis of statistical pair breaking (SPB), i.e. the nucleons from a broken 
pair will end up independently in the complementary fragments (Notice that if pair breaking 
occurs before scission the hypothesis SPB is true) then 62,  6N and SA are the fraction of events 
for which no proton, neutron and nucleon pair, respectively, has been broken. Moreover the 
fraction of events in which one proton pair and one neutron pair were be broken is 

For '"U(nth, f )  (62  = 0.237 and 6N = 0.054 [4]) one obtains Po, = 0.70, i.e. for 70% of fission 
events at least two nucleon pairs are broken. 

3. Average odd  even effects 

One way to express a correlation between proton and neutron pair breaking is to assume a 
combinatorial pair breaking mechanism (81. In that mechanism the probability for a nucleon pair 
to be broken, q, and the probability that a broken pair will be a proton one, a, arc independent of 
the state of the system; and the total number of nucleon pairs available to be broken, M, depends 
on the fragment excitation energy. From the hypothesis of SPB [9] one can show that [lo] 

M 6 2  = (1 - qc)M, (a); 6N = (1 - q(1 - E ) ) ~ ,  ( b ) ;  6A = (1 - q) 7 ( c ) ;  (3) 
262 6°F = - 

1 - 6 z B  
MAE- ( s z h  + ~ N B  - 1); 

1 - 62' 6 2 h  

where 6E  is the shift in fragment kinetic energy produced by each nucleon pair breaking. If one 
takes A E  =2.5MeV, from equations (3 - 4), using experimental odd even effects, one can estimate 

4. Cold fission 

Table 1: the average number, B, and the variance, 
uL, of the number of broken nucleon pairs dis- 

From equations (3 - 4) and parameters represented in Table 1 one obtains 6A= 0.003 and 0.001 
from 235U(nth, f )  and 23"u(nth, f ) ,  respectively. This odd-even effect can only be measured in the 
so-called cold fission, i.e. fragmentation at high fragment kinetic energy or low excitation energy. 
One way to do this is to select fragments whose TKE-values are higher than a defined threshdld, 
K . Odd even effect in the yield of the masses A, A + 1, A + 2, (A being even) is defined by 

tribution which are equivalent to p (=I - $$) 
"'~~(14 / .I16 .005 0.5 45 4.1 1.3 and M (=:) values. In table 1, the results for 

23SU(nth, f )  and 23gP~(nth,  f )  are presented. 

u2 system 62 
23601,1 1 .237 

6 E 10A7 6N 
.Oil 

s 
.34 

N 
3.5 



In Tables 2 and 3 the experimental values of 6A(A,K) from 233U(nth, f )  and 236U(nth, f )  are 
presented.(The data source is the same as the one used to obtain equiprobability lines in the 
T K E  and A distribution in Ref. (121). Taking into account that 6A=0 at lower T K E  , one can 
estimate that the average 6A is of the order of 0.001. 

Table 2: 233U(nth, f )  Table 3: 236U(nth, f )  

193.8 MeV 0.7 
92 190 MeV 15 0.6 
90 198.5 MeV 12 14 40 0.3 
86 179. MeV 16 4 18 0.6 

Cold fragmentation was measured from 233U(nt~, f ) ,  236U(nth, f) and 239Pu(nt,,, f ) ,  by several 
authors (See [6,13] and references therein). In order to interpret cold fission, fragment deforma- 
tion and Coulomb energies, D and C, were calculated for several scission configurations. The 
comparison of the potential energy, P(= C + D), with the Q-value suggests that cold fragmen- 
tation corresponds to very compact scission configurations in which pre-scission fragment kinetic 
energy, TKEo, and intrinsic excitation energy, X, are equal to zero. This is compatible with the 
hypothesis that cold fission occurs near the saddle point. 

J. Berger et al. have calculated a potential energy surface to describe low energy fission 
processes 114). This surface presents a fission valley and a fusion valley separated by a ridge. 
Cold fission would occur by tunneling from the fission to the fusion valley at  the beginning of the 
descent into the fission valley. Those very few fragmentations (0.1 %) in which no pair breaking 
had occured would reach higher TKE-values than the others as it was clearly observed by J. 
Trochon et al. [15]. 

5. Odd even effects a s  a function of kinetic energy 

Let's assume fission as a sequence of two steps. Step 1: the system goes down into the fission 
valley heating, and deforming. Step 2: the system goes from the fission valley to the fusion valley 
at  the scission point. The lower the exit point, S, will be in the fission valley the higher the 
excitation energy, X, will be the higher will be the number of available pairs for breaking, MI and 
the lower will be the final fragment kinetic energy (TKE = Q - X ) .  

Let 6(EL) (which is the fraction of events for which no pair has been broken) the (proton, 
neutron or nucleon) odd even effect of fragments having a kinetic energy EL. The odd even effects 
for later fragmentations, corresponding to the kinetic energy EL - AEL, will be given by the 
relations 

A62 -- A6 N A6A 
- a p n  (c) ; 

GZAEL - ff",(b)i - - "'(4' - 

where cr,, = ap + a, and where ap,  a, and apn (which are the probabilities that a new proton, 
neutron and nucleon pair, respectively, will be broken by diminishing the selected EL of AEL), 
are assumed to be constant. 

The function obeying those relations is 

In Table 4 one presents parameters of the function fitting experimental results from 2S6U(nth, f )  
and 239Pu(nth, f) .  Notice that 2 = = where Z and N are the number of protons and neutrons 

N '. in the fissionable nuclei, i.e. the probability that a broken pair will be a proton one is proportional 
to the number of proton pairs in the system. In Fig.1 the curves fitting the experimental values 
on odd-even effects obtained by H.-G. Clerc et al. [13]. 
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Table 4: 

From definitions one can deduce the relations 

262ave s Z E  = --- apuLL, (a); 6Nz = 26Naue a,okL, (b); 6*z = 26Aav.2 
1 - SZ:,,, 1 - 6N&, 1 - SA;,, 

ff,"0iL, (4 ; (8) 

where u;, is the variance of the EL distribution. Notice that if 6 2 ,  is constant as a function of 
EL, 6"EL=0. Using experimental results of a;, (25. MeV2) and SZ,,, (0.237) [4] and cu, = 0.0303 
one obtains 6EL = 0.4 for 235U(nth, f )  which agrees with experimental result. 

Fig. 1 Experimental (From H.-G. Clerc et al. data 1131) and calculated (see text.) values of 
proton (left) and neutron (right) odd-even effects as a function of light fragment kinetic energy 
from 2S6U(nth, f )  and 23sP~(nt,,, f) .  

5. Conclusion 

The total fragment mass, charge and kinetic energy distribution from low energy fission of 
even-even heavy nuclei is compatible with the hypothesis of statistical nucleon pair breaking, i.e. 
the nucleons from a broken pair will end independently in the complementary fragments. If pair 
breaking occurs during the descent from saddle to scission that hypothesis is true. 

Cold fission presents negligible odd-even effect in mass distribution whose origin is fragmenta- 
tions near the saddle point, where there is not enough excitation energy to break a pair. 

The major part of fission events corresponds to scission points far from saddle point and the 
probability that no nucleon pair will be broken is approximately 1 per 1000. The distributions of 
the number of broken pairs in 23SU(nth, f )  and 239Pu(nth, f )  correspond to average numbers of 3.5 
and 4. and variances of 1.4 and 1.3. 

The probability for one pair broken to be of protons (neutrons) is proportional to the number 
of proton (neutron) pairs present in the fissionable system. 
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